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 What makes the application of prior knowledge to scientific work 
possible?

 A traditional answer: the logical framework of experimental 
design

 Hypothesis testing is paradigmatic: Background assumptions and 
experimental conditions needed to deduce observable 
consequences from the test hypothesis. 

prior knowledge prior knowledge

Given A1 & … & An, then if H, then, when C1 & … & Cn, then P

 This  provides “slots” in which prior knowledge can be exploited.



Shell lab, late 1940s Shell lab, mid-1950s

Shell NMR lab, 
1959

—P. J. T. Morris 
(2015), The Matter 
Factory



Intellectualism

 “Intellectualist” treatments of science tend to reduce the content of 
science to ideas and logical relations between them, the history of 
science to the history of ideas, and the method of science to 
establishing logical connections between theory and evidence

 E.g., Laudan (1977): The history of science “can be regarded as the 
chronologically ordered class of beliefs of former scientists”

 Koyré (1943): “Their science [that of Galileo and Descartes] is made 
not by engineers or craftsmen, but by men who seldom built or made 
anything more real than a theory”



Science as labor
 Science as labor: general features

 Posits a closer relationship to ordinary material labor than views 
of science that understand it as a primarily intellectual and 
creative activity

 Considers skills, know-how and material practices important for 
understanding how science works and changes

 Emphasizes the performance of science rather than its results

 Views changes in the labor process are important sources of 
scientific change

 Does not deny the importance of ideas, but emphasizes the 
constraints on what can be achieved by intellectual means alone

 A truism??



Science as labor

 How does viewing science as labor inform our thinking about 
mechanisms of change and progress in science?

 Scientific work has certain features in common with ordinary labor 
that explain certain aspects of scientific change and progress, 
especially with respect to scientific instrumentation



I. Introduction

II. What are the common features?

III. What do they explain?



Labor and historical change

 Peter Damerow (1996): Labor engenders a peculiar evolutionary 
process, different from biological evolution

 Biological evolution is characterized by “identical reproduction,” the 
reproduction of the characteristics of the species in the individual by 
means of procreation and genetic determination

 Mechanism of change: random variation of individuals followed by 
natural selection of mutants with a selective advantage. 



 In contrast to the “identical reproduction” of nature, the labor 
process is characterized by “expanded reproduction”

 The labor process is unique because it possesses a material result 
over and above the reproduction of species characteristics in the 
individual, i.e. the produced means of production (e.g., tools), which 
can be fed back into the process

 This result accumulates, creating an environment of implements that 
forms the starting-point for a new cycle of reproduction with 
expansion

 The techniques and organization of the labor process often change 
as new tools are incorporated. The reproduction of species 
characteristics in the individual comes to require extensive 
socialization and education in addition to procreation and genetic 
determination



Labor and historical change

 The surplus engenders a new mechanism of change: reproduction by 
means of the expanded means of production.

 Each iteration of the labor process differs from the preceding one 
insofar as it incorporates the surplus generated previously

 W. Lefèvre: Surpluses of knowledge in general are possible because 
humans can gain more knowledge from the use of a tool than was 
needed to invent it in the first place. Science transforms the 
realization of potential knowledge inherent in given tools into a 
systematically performed social enterprise

 But what makes the incorporation of the surplus of knowledge 
possible?



Strategic functions

 Kuznets (1966): “The epochal innovation that distinguishes the 
modern economic epoch is the extended application of science to 
problems of economic production.”

 My suggestion: labor processes contain “strategic functions” the 
transformation of which makes possible the extensive application of 
prior knowledge to them.



Strategic functions

 E.g., mechanization during the Industrial Revolution: “Although … the 
manufacturing system [based on handicraft labor] achieved a growth 
of productivity through the exploitation of a new and more extensive 
division of labor, a rigid ceiling to the growth of productivity 
continued to be imposed by limitations of human strength, speed and 
accuracy … Science … cannot be incorporated into technologies 
dominated by large-scale human interventions.”

—N. Rosenberg (1981). “Marx as a Student of Technology.”

 Key step: the transfer of control over the tool out of human hands to 
a tool-bearing mechanism. 

 Though dependent on prior knowledge, the transfer permitted much 
greater application of science and technology by allowing 
modifications of the tool-bearing mechanism as well as connections
with other kinds of machinery, like engines



Strategic functions: in industry
 Though dependent on prior knowledge, the transfer permitted much 

greater application of science and technology by allowing 
modifications of the tool-bearing mechanism as well as connections
with other kinds of machinery, like engines

spindles to water wheel

hand spindles spinning jenny (1764) water frame (1769)

 What makes a function strategic: modification makes possible a 
pathway of transformations that might not be accessible from other 
starting-points 



Strategic functions: in science
 In data production, detection is a strategic function

 Example: mass spectrometry in chemistry  (Grayson 2004)

 In the schematic, the detector is an ion collector which produces a 
current

 Originally, a photographic plate 

was used 

 Ca. 1940s: the photographic

plate was replaced by electronic 

detectors. Enabled chart recording 

of the mass spectrum



Strategic functions: in science
 Strip chart recorders yielded an analog recording

 The transformation of the recording into tabular form by hand was 
very labor-intensive. A few spectra/h/person.

 Earliest use of computers  (1958): record mass and intensity info in 
tabular form directly from the output of the detector

 The Mascot digitizer tabulated data in real time. ~10 spectra/h



Strategic functions: in science

 1960s: digitization enabled new applications of the computer to MS, 
all aimed at establishing the identity of unknown compounds

1. Computer algorithms (DENDRAL) used to apply rules for the 
interpretation of spectra to determine the identity and structure 
of unknowns

2. High-resolution MS, which allows deduction of elemental 
composition, relied heavily on computers to digitize the data 
from the detector and process them into exact mass and 
intensity info

3. Library search algorithms were developed to match the spectrum 
of an unknown with spectra of known compounds



Strategic functions: in science

 As the MS technique became more popular, a number of growing 
compilations of mass spectra were published

 1970s: A new analytical technique that combined a gas 
chromatograph (GC) with a mass spectrometer (MS) and a data 
system (GC-MS-DS) emerged

 GC separates a mixture of compounds into components

 The outlet of the GC was directly coupled to the inlet of the MS. 
Replaced manual introduction of samples.

 The DS consisted of a digitizer to digitize the mass spectrum, a 
computer to process the data and a means of data storage. 
Software included to acquire, process and analyze data.

 Permitted generation of several hundred spectra per half hour



Strategic functions: in science

 Mid-1970s: the advent of minicomputers made GC-MS-DS systems 
more widely accessible

 Late 1960s: efforts to create mass spectral libraries for use with 
computers began at NBS and Wiley

 First compilation (book form): ~5,000 spectra (1966)

 Wiley-NBS Registry (computer searchable): 112,300 (1989)

 Wiley 7th-NIST98 compilation (1998): 390,000

 Library search algorithms developed concurrently. Development 
dependent on evolution of computer hardware, e.g., speed of CPUs 
and magnitude of RAM.



Strategic functions: in science

 Present: Large mass spectral libraries and powerful search algorithms 
are included as part of the GC-MS-DS package

 Computers involved at every stage of the instrument’s operation

 Overall historical progression:

photographic          electronic chart    digitizers

plates detectors          recorders            

application of                                                       Lots of data!

computers

Manual sample          direct instrument

introduction               coupling  



Labor and historical change

1. W. Lefèvre: Surpluses of knowledge in general are possible because 
humans can gain more knowledge from the use of a tool than was 
needed to invent it in the first place. Science transforms the 
realization of potential knowledge inherent in given tools into a 
systematically performed social enterprise

2. The incorporation of the surplus is made possible by intervention on 
strategic functions in the labor process

3. The overall process (1-2) contributes to explaining certain features 
of modern science: 

 Transcendence of humans’ natural epistemic abilities

 Social and temporal characteristics of scientific progress



I. Introduction

II. What are the common features?

III. What do they explain?



Transcendence of native human abilities

 Humphreys: “one of the principal achievements of science  has been 
to transcend the limitations of humans’ natural epistemic abilities.”

 Abilities transcended in MS:

 ocular detection abilities (reading of photographic plates(?))

 Data processing skills (tabulation of analog recording data)

 Problem-solving abilities (interpretation of spectra)

 Memorial abilities (data storage)

 Pattern recognition (comparison of spectra of unknowns to 
references)

 Searching abilities (searching of spectral libraries)

 Manipulative abilities (sample handling and instrument coupling)



Characteristics of scientific progress

 That progress is achieved collectively and institutionally rather than 
individually and randomly

 Collectively: many different actors required for the transformation 
of techniques and instrumentation

 Institutionally: Institutions provide direction and coherence to 
individual efforts

 That the present state of knowledge is transient rather than a 
culmination, because it depends on our computational and 
observational abilities, which depend on improvements in the means 
of scientific work

 That the growth of knowledge appears indefinite, insofar as there is 
no limit to the incorporation of scientific and technological advances 
into scientific labor processes



 Why care about scientific progress?

 Normative questions: What should count as progress? 

 An accumulation of truths?

 An accumulation of knowledge?

 An accumulation of solved problems?

 An accumulation of know-how?

 Explanatory question: Why does science make the kind of progress it 
does?

 The nature of the labor process that mediates the human-nature 
nexus is an important condition on scientific progress

 The characteristics of the instruments of scientific labor, and the 
structure of the scientific labor process more generally, impose 
constraints  on the application of science and technology to science.



Finis
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Back-up



 What makes the application of scientific knowledge to scientific 
work possible?

prior knowledge prior knowledge

Given A1 & … & An, then if H, then, when C1 & … & Cn, then P

 The process of transformation of work is probably at least as 
important as the design of individual experiments for the 
development of science based on its own results



Scientific progress: general features
 ‘Progress’ is a normative concept, and hence differs from 

neutral descriptive terms like ‘change’ and ‘development.’

 Progress entails improvement. As put by Ilkka Niiniluoto, 
“in general, to say that a step from stage A to stage B
constitutes progress means that B is an improvement over 
A in some respect, i.e., B is better than A relative to some 
standards or criteria.”  (2015)

 Progress is usually conceived as progress towards some 
goal, where the goal can be either backward-looking or 
forward-looking

 A discussion of progress in any concrete case should 
specify the type of progress at issue. In science, for 
example, we can talk of economic progress, professional 
progress, cognitive progress, and so on



2. Models of scientific change: the big picture
 Since I focus on a particular kind of change in science—

significant change in the tools of a science—a natural 
question to ask is how well it fits existing models of 
scientific change

 Basic idea: there is a class of such changes that are 
characterized by a reduction in the direct involvement of 
humans in data production and processing.

 E.g., 20th c. chemical techniques like NMR, MS, polarography: The use 
of artificial detectors permitted coupling with mechanical recorders, 
which later could be replaced by digitizers, which could be coupled 
with computers, whose potential for memory, speed, precision and 
control could then be exploited and developed

 Point of the analogy with the Industrial Revolution: to 
suggest affinities with other processes of mechanization and 
thereby to suggest a possible model that attends to the 
specific characteristics of changes in science involving 
mechanization
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